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Identifier/Call Number: University Archives Record Series 506
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Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 12 linear ft. (12 cartons)
Date: 1953-1980
Abstract: Record Series 506 contains the card stunt files of the Associated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA) Rally Committee.
Creator: Associated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA).
Access
COLLECTION STORED OFF-SITE AT SRLF: Open for research. Advance notice required for access. Contact the UCLA Library Special Collections Reference Desk for paging information.
Publication Rights
Copyright of portions of this collection is held by The Regents of the University of California. The UCLA University Archives can grant permission to publish for materials to which it holds the copyright. All requests for permission to publish or quote must be submitted in writing to the UCLA University Archivist.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Associated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA). Rally Committee. Card Stunt Files (University Archives Record Series 506). UCLA Library Special Collections, University Archives.
Historical note
Since 1922, the Rally Committee of the ASUCLA has contributed to the UCLA community through such responsibilities as directing card shows at halftime of home football games, building the bonfire structure for the annual Bonfire & Rally, and protecting the Bruin bear during the week of the rivalry game.
Directing of card stunts involves planning stunts, writing instruction sheets, distributing card packs, and instructing the participants in the student section.
Scope and Content
Record Series 506 contains the card stunt files of the Associated Students of UCLA (ASUCLA) Rally Committee. Files include the administrative files of the Rally Committee regarding the organization of the committee, group trips, and card stunts; card stunt diagrams; and film and audio of card stunts.
This is an active record series; additional University records are expected to be added.
UCLA Catalog Record ID
UCLA Catalog Record ID: 3466768

Box 1
Game continuities and operations. 1953-1955.
Extent: 6 folders

Box 2
Game continuities and operations. 1956-1958.
Extent: 6 folders

Box 3
Applications. 1965.

Box 3
Game continuities, operations. 1959; 1961.
Extent: 4 folders

Box 4

Box 4
Game continuities and operations. 1965; 1974.
Extent: 4 folders

Box 5
Extent: 4 folders

Box 6
Extent: 7 folders
Box 7  
Extent: 4 folders  
Scope and Contents note  
Includes University of California, Berkeley and Stanford University games.

Box 8  
Extent: 6 folders  
Scope and Contents note  
Includes University of California, Berkeley and Stanford University games.

Box 9  
Card stunts: Texas A&M University. 1951(?).  
Card Stunts: University of Texas. 1971.  

Box 10  
Extent: 28 reels  
Scope and Contents note  
Includes 16mm film of night stunts with lights.

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel  
General note  
Teams unknown.

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel

Box 10  
Extent: 1 reel
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. Stanford University (16mm film). 1980.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. University of Southern California (16mm film). 1980.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. University of California, Berkeley (16mm film). 1981.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. University of Washington (16mm film). 1981.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. Arizona State University (16mm film). 1981.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. Stanford University (16mm film). 1982.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. Arizona State University (16mm film). 1983.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 10 | **Card stunts: moving images** | **UCLA vs. San Diego State University (16mm film). 1985.** |
| | | **Extent:** 1 reel |
| Box 11 | **Audio recordings (1/4” film). 1957-1976; n.d.** |
| | | **Extent:** 34 reels |
| | | **Scope and Contents note** |
| | | Audio recordings with unidentified content. Labels of recordings include year and sports team names, for example: Pac-8 schools, Air Force, Tennessee, Pittsburgh, and Michigan State. |
| Box 12 | **Game continuities and operations. 1975-1978.** |
| | | **Extent:** 4 folders |